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live in—one of " all's fair in war "—is not to be breathed
without disgust, even if one avoids contamination. How-
ever, it's over: and on the whole I'm extremely glad I
didn't get in. From the time I learnt that it would take
up my whole time or very nearly so, my chief difficulty
was that I did not wish to win, and yet felt bound to try
to do so* Some of the work would have interested me but
not most of it. And so it is far best to be free—and if ever
I am bitten with any political crazes again it will be
Parliament, not the County Council, Adieu for ever to
that body, as far as I am concerned.
And now back to books and what you said about my
remarks on various of them. First—your list of names
culled from my paper amused me, though you have
thrown in one or two from your own imagination. But
don't think me so very learned, please! The shame on me
with all my leisure and opportunities is that I am so litde
learned. I don't at all promise you I know every word or
anything like every word of the people I refer to. I only
promise that I do really know at first hand something of
them, enough, as it seemed to me, to justify me in giving
opinions on them	
Then next there's Milton. You say, against me, that
the power of expression is not his greatest gift, and that
he—or Satan—is dramatic.. .. Now surely it's true that
Milton is great chiefly for his unique and splendid blank
verse gift? And not so much for his imagination which
has left, I think, a most confused and confusing picture of
heaven and hell and their relations, or for his thought-
power which gave us his crude and contradictory
theology? Eh? That's what I meant And as for Satan
being cbramatic, he is no doubt less undramatic than the
rest (and by the way a certain dramatic gift is wanted in an
egk as in a novel) but surely all the characters talk out
of character, so to speak, all through the poem! Does any-
body hetiwt in any of them? That seems to me the real
test Whs# is Pope's criticism? " God Almighty " scolding
** like a school divine " or something of the sort I must

